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Abstract—In the recent past we have witnessed a quick rise
of smart devices, including smart phones, tablets, smart watch,
smart television as well as other smart devices. The smart devices
store quite a lot of sensitive personal data (e.g., private photos).
These devices can breach one’s privacy if information in the
devices are accessed by unauthorized users. Therefore, smart
devices are facing threats of privacy leaking and how to protect
privacy of smart devices is regarded as an important research
challenge. In this paper, we propose a system, coined as SmartSec,
which employs secret sharing techniques among multiple smart
devices to enhance privacy protection. In particular, SmartSec
can achieve privacy enhancement by storing sensitive data (e.g.,
photos) on at least three devices and requiring at least two
of them to access the original data. This will thus secure the
data from any unauthorized attackers because any leakage of
one piece of secret is meaningless. Further, secret sharing will
introduce extra computation and transmission overhead. To
reduce such an overhead and optimize the performance, another
important feature of SmartSec is that it could recognize and
classify different locations by exploiting location tags and then
apply different security policy to different locations to achieve
the tradeoff of security and performance. For example, a user
can demarcate safe regions (e.g., home area) and the sensitive
data will be automatically recovered in home region, distributed
and stored/masked at different devices in public regions, where
the process is automated which provides the user a transparent
experience. We implement the system and conducted a series of
experiments on the prototype to evaluate the results.
Keywords – Smart Devices, Location Tag, Secret Sharing

I. INTRODUCTION
In the current digital age, a smartphone is one of the most
important and depended on gadget by human beings to run our
day to day activities. With bigger capacity, a smartphone can
carry huge amounts of data from the most basic like phone
call logs, text messages to most private and sensitive data like
photos or even passwords, holding such data in our hands
we risk exposing it to the public for example data leakage
when connected to public networks. The sky rocketing use of
smart devices means increasing threat to privacy if they are
accessed by strangers and compromised. These then brings
forth the question: How can we protect our privacy at the
same time embrace technology? Privacy has attracted attention
to many through cyber crimes, In 2014, Apple’s cloud, icloud
was attacked and celebrity photos were leaked [1]. As much
as people are talking about it in low tones, it needs to be
addressed.
Android has the largest share in smartphones operating

system market to date, according to International Data Corporation (IDC) report [2]. In 2014, global mobile phone
shipments reached 1.3 billion and Android phones accounted
for more than one billion and owned 81.5% of the total market
share. Therefore most of the current research is focusing on
Android platform.
Even though smartphones hold more sensitive data, the
majority of academic study of Android system is revolving
around vulnerabilities but little attention is paid to privacy
protection issues on the Android system. Many applications
request permission to read contacts, text messages and other privileges,users can easily be led to disclosure of some
sensitive information. Take for example, when you install
an application requesting permission to read your address
book so that it can recommend you, users who use the same
application. In addition, it can also request permission to read
your photos so that you can be able to share photos and
friends too. The application will be able to read without your
knowledge your address book and phone’s photos hence your
privacy will be exposed. Other applications can access your
information without permissions as studied by Grace in [3].
Android is dominant in the smartphone market and open
source. We therefore propose SmartSec, an Android system
for privacy protection. SmartSec enhances privacy of sensitive
photos in smart devices through secret sharing technology. A
photo is an essential part of our lives and carries a lot of
personal information thus its protection is critical. If one loses
a smart device the concern the person will have is of the most
sensitive information. The proposed system addresses privacy
of sensitive photos in smartphones, which is one of the greatest
challenge human beings face, when a device is lost or attacked
while enabling a user to freely interact with protected data.
Secret sharing, leveraged by SmartSec is basically dividing
a secret into many pieces and storing all the pieces separately.
One piece cannot reveal any information about the secret. To
reveal the secret, a number of pieces need to be assembled
together (The number is deﬁned by user). Over the years,
secret sharing has played a major role in security and in this
paper we introduce it to smart devices, the goal is to protect
photos from leaking information when devices containing the
information are attacked. First, we select the sensitive part
of the photo where we want to protect. Then we share this
sensitive part into several pieces. Each piece contains some
information of the secret. The most fascinating part of secret
sharing is that after sharing, one piece cannot reveal any
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information whatsoever of the secret. To reveal the secret a
minimum number of shares must be assembled together. In
SmartSec, we share information to three devices and require
two to reveal the secret. When these devices are compromised,
they will not leak any information because the information to
be meaningful it needs the other parts.
In addition to secret sharing, SmartSec features a novel
technology, location tags. SmartSec leverages locations tags in
order to reduce extra computation and transmission overhead.
Location tags allows a user to deﬁne some region (e.g Home
area) where the user’s data is safe. In this region, user’s
data will be automatically pulled from other devices and
reconstructed. When the user is out of the safe region, the
data will be automatically secured by secret sharing to other
devices.
Our main goal is to protect privacy of user’s sensitive
information while making it available. SmartSec achieves this
goal by employing secret sharing technology.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
related work, system design is presented in Section III, we
evaluate conducted experiments in Section IV and conclude
in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Secret sharing schemes have received some breakthroughs
since its introduction in 1979 by Shamir [4]. With a lot of
applications in technology, it has encountered a number of
challenges as well. Starting from protecting keys for encryption where a key was divided into several shares and shared to
several people, it faced the challenge of untrusted personnel
who collaborated to form the key.
Secret sharing is mostly applied in applications and developed images which introduced Visual Secret Sharing (VSS).
VSS was ﬁrst introduced in 1995 by Shamir [5]. They divided
a photo into several shares and superimposed them together
to form the original image. The major drawback in this
development was increased size of the reconstructed image.
Chen and Chang in [6] introduced an efﬁcient multi secret
image sharing which addressed some of these drawbacks.
Askari in [7] proposed new schemes that solved the capacity
issue and lack of clarity in the reconstructed images. This
drew a lot of attention. Chen and Chan in [8] introduced
hierarchical threshold secret image sharing. All these was to
solve distortion in the reconstructed photo. Wu in [9] brought
forward a user friendly secret sharing scheme with reversible
steganography based on cellular automata that achieved lossless reconstruction.
In SPREAD [10], Lou et al. employed secret sharing to
enhance data conﬁdentiality in mobile adhoc networks where
data was shared and relayed through different paths to the
destination. Any compromised share is of no use since it is
dependant on the others to reveal information.
A. SECRET SHARING
Secret sharing, also known as secret splitting, refers to a
method to share a secret among some people and each of these

people will hold a secret part called a share. They are also
called secret holders. The secret can be restored if and only if
a sufﬁcient number of secret share holders are combined. One
holder with a share is not able to view the secret thus one
share is meaningless. Secret sharing was ﬁrst introduced by
Adi Shamir [4] and George Blakley [11] in 1979. Adi Shamir
proved that if you divide data 𝐷 into 𝑛 pieces, 𝐷 can be
easily reconstructed from 𝑘 pieces but complete knowledge of
𝑘 − 1 pieces reveals absolutely no information about 𝐷. This
scheme is known as (𝑘, 𝑛) threshold scheme. In this paper,
we apply the proposed Adi Shamir (𝑘, 𝑛) threshold scheme,
(𝑡, 𝑛) threshold scheme where t is the minimum number of
shares that if combined will reveal the secret.
B. LOCATION TAG
A location tag is a secret associated with a point in space and
time. An efﬁcient location tag should have two main features:
1)𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 : If two measurements at the same place
and time yield 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 , then 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 should match with
high probability.
2)𝑈 𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 : An adversary not at a speciﬁc place
or time shouldn’t be able to produce a tag that matches the
measured tag at that location at that time.
Location tag has been applied in [12] to check if two
users are close to each other without revealing their personal
information. Location cheating has been studied where they
proof that a user is at a location that he claims he is [13].
Boneh succeeded in generating a tag from a noisy environment
by the use of fuzzy extractor which can take radio frequency
signals as inputs like WiFi, cellular signals, TV as well as non
radio frequency signals like infrared and ultra sound [14]. This
therefore widens the scope of tag generation. In this paper, we
discuss a few location tag generation methods:
1) Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM):
The network of base stations which communicate oftenly by
sending and receiving signals from users can be a good source
for a location tag. Since every base station has a unique
identiﬁcation, the control messages sent between the base
station and its terminals can be used to generate a location
tag. Temporary mobile subscriber identity (TMSI) which is
unique to every terminal can be extracted from the messages
as implemented in [15] using 4𝐺 network.
2) Bluetooth: Every device with bluetooth has unique bluetooth identiﬁcation which can be a source though it has a
limited serving range.
3) Environmental Noise: This is unique at a given time and
place therefore it is impossible to regenerate hence can be a
viable source.
4) WiFi: WiFi trafﬁc as well as access point IDs can be a
good source. Broadcast packets taped, studied and compared
to other networks at the same time will be unique in different
networks. In [12], packets were collected from two different
devices and after comparison, 90% of the packets were common to both devices. The drawback in WiFi is that a network
can be wide thus it will be difﬁcult to deﬁne proximity.
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5) Global Positioning System(GPS): GPS is a satellite base
system made up of a network of orbital satellites which works
by timings sent by a number of orbital satellites. Studies by
Sherman [16] shows that signals from four or more satellites
forms a secure location tag is unpredictable.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our system consists of but not limited to three devices
(smart phone, watch, glasses) and cloud. Our main goal is to
protect privacy of sensitive data by secret sharing scheme and
be able to rebuild it on certain conditions. The user captures
a photo with a speciﬁed camera and selects the sensitive part
of the photo.Then secret sharing is applied to the sensitive
part after which it is sent to other devices and a backup of
the insensitive part to the cloud. During reconstructing the
user must have at least two of the three devices to rebuild the
photo. The overview of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

connection, then send the shares to them. The sensitive part
of the photo will be safe as it will be split in three secret
shares. Each share can’t reveal any information unless two of
the three devices are brought together. The phone will store
the insensitive part and also send it to the cloud. The outline
is shown in Fig. 2.
The user can view the photo anytime as long as there are
at least two devices nearby. The user will then establish a
connection to the available device and be able to reconstruct
the photo. Fig. 2 outlines the process for viewing the photo.
The outline shown in Fig. 2 is the original scheme from
which we optimize it by the use of location tags. Fig. 2 shows
the steps involved. The user needs to satisfy the condition of
being in a safe location to view the photo, then the original
scheme runs automatically; Connect to any two devices then
view the photo. To generate a location tag the user needs a
connection to the three devices as shown in the far right of
Fig. 2.
B. SECRET SHARING

Data and images

user
Secret sharing system

Fig. 1.

System Overview

To further optimize the design, we added an automated process of sharing and recreating the photo by declaring some safe
regions where the user doesn’t need privacy protection.This is
implemented through the use of location tags.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Begin

Start camera app

Take photo

Generate
Location Tag

View

Generate
location tag

Establish conn.
to devices

Send to server for
comparison

Select sensitive part
Reconstruct photo

Send to cloud
S.sharing to
form shares

pass

Insensitive
part to cloud

fail
Establish conn.
to devices &
Reconstruct photo

Shares sent
to devices

End

Fig. 2.

System Flow Outline

At ﬁrst, the user selects a speciﬁc camera, captures a photo,
then selects the sensitive part of the photo and submits it
for protection. In the protection phase, the phone will ﬁrst
establish a connection to other devices through Bluetooth

In order to protect the user’s private data, we have developed an Android system based on secret sharing, SmartSec.
This system protects smartphone user’s private photos. Users
can opt to use this system’s camera when capturing photos
with sensitive or private information. First, the system will
automatically search and connect to the other playing devices
(owned by the same user since it will store information
for later processing) and will prompt the user to connect.
Secondly, it will divide the captured photo into 16 pieces
which then allows the user to select the sensitive part. Lastly,
it will apply secret sharing scheme to the selected part of x
blocks (1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 16) then send the parts to other devices.
The phone will send a backup of its share to the cloud for
redundancy. The backup means nothing to the cloud and to
any attacker, since the information is unreadable without the
other shares and therefore cannot read the backed up share
from the smartphone. The system will be able to protect the
user’s private photo by employing secret sharing scheme.
Employing (𝑘, 𝑛) threshold scheme by Adi Shamir [4] ,
the goal is to convert a secret 𝑆 into 𝑛 shares 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , ..., 𝑆𝑛
respectively which satisﬁes the following two conditions:
(1) 𝑆 can be easily calculated with any 𝑘 or more shares of
𝑆𝑖 .
(2) 𝑘 − 1 or less shares of 𝑆𝑖 learns completely nothing
about 𝑆.
Suppose we want to use the (𝑘, 𝑛) threshold scheme to share
a secret 𝑆, without loss of generality, we assume that it is an
element of the ﬁnite ﬁeld GF (P), which satisﬁes 0 < 𝑘 ≤
𝑛 < 𝑃 ; 𝑆 < 𝑃 ; 𝑃 is a prime number. We randomly select
𝑘 − 1 positive integers 𝑎1 , ..., 𝑎𝑘−1 , which satisﬁes 𝑎𝑖 < 𝑃 ,
and let 𝑎0 = 𝑆 and construct a polynomial:
𝑓 (𝑥) = (𝑎0 +𝑎1 𝑥+𝑎2 𝑥2 +𝑎3 𝑥3 +...+𝑎𝑘−1 𝑥𝑘−1 )𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑃 (1)
We can design any conﬁguration of n points from equation (1). For example, conﬁguration 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛 to obtain
(𝑖, 𝑓 (𝑖)). Thus, each of the secret holders can share a point
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from every person’s share. If we get this n, any k points,
we can obtain an original polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) using Lagrange
polynomial. Secret 𝑆 is the value of the coefﬁcient 𝑎0 . The
calculation method is as follows: Set up 𝑘 points coordinates
(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ), ..., (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘 ). For 𝑗th polynomial 𝑙𝑗 (𝑥), such
that
𝑘
∏

𝑙𝑗 (𝑥) =

𝑖=1,𝑖∕=𝑗

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, ..., 𝑘

(2)

By equation (6), we can observe that, 𝑎0 is 𝑓 (𝑥), the
constant term, namely:
𝑎0 =

𝑦2 𝑥 1 − 𝑦1 𝑥 2
𝑥1 − 𝑥2

(7)

According to the formula (7), we can calculate the image in
RGB values for each pixel, and thus reconstruct the picture. It
is completely consistent with the original image. Fig. 3 shows
the structure in detail.

The original polynomial:
𝑓 (𝑥) =

𝑘
∑

𝑦𝑗 𝑙𝑗 (𝑥)

(3)

𝑗−1

In our scenario, 𝑘 = 2, 𝑛 = 3, that is a total of three
smart devices, from which any two can restore the original
photo. Since our program is designed for image therefore we
need to adjust the original formula. The display uses RGB
color standard where it varies the Red (R), Green (G) and
Blue (B) strength and overlaps them to obtain a variety of
colors. The image is constituted by a plurality of pixels, and
each pixel’s information (r, g, b) is within the range of 0 ≤
𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏 ≤ 255. The largest prime number in 0 − 255 is 251,
so pixels with values greater than 250 are truncated to 250.
This result in little distortion in the restored photo. However,
pictures with RGB values greater than 250 are not much, so
the amount of data loss is minimal. After getting the RGB
values of the pixels from the picture, we apply secret sharing
scheme transformation to hide the details. From our scenario,
𝑘 = 2, 𝑛 = 3, thus we propose the following secret sharing
equation:
(4)
𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥
From equation (2) 𝑎0 is an RGB value, 𝑎1 is a random
number within the range 0 to 249. In order to facilitate the
calculation, we use the same 𝑎1 in the same point, and set 𝑥
to 1,2,3. For example, we have original pixel values (𝑟, 𝑔, 𝑏).
After applying secret sharing we get (𝑟+𝑎1 , 𝑔+𝑎1 , 𝑏+𝑎1 ), (𝑟+
2𝑎1 , 𝑔 + 2𝑎1 , 𝑏 + 2𝑎1 ), (𝑟 + 3𝑎1 , 𝑔 + 3𝑎1 , 𝑏 + 3𝑎1 ) respectively.
The obtained results are 3 meaningless parts of pictures which
are the shares that are sent to the other devices.
C. RECONSTRUCTION
From Equation (2) to (4), we were able to get three shares
from which two of any of them can restore the original image
pixel by pixel. Since 𝑘 = 2, 𝑛 = 3, we assumed the two pixels
were (𝑟1 , 𝑔1 , 𝑏1 ) and (𝑟2 , 𝑔2 , 𝑏2 ). Exemplifying 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 , we
set 𝑦1 = 𝑟1 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥1 , 𝑦2 = 𝑟2 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥2 . By Equation
(2), we can calculate
𝑙1 (𝑥) =

𝑥 − 𝑥2
,
𝑥1 − 𝑥2

𝑙2 (𝑥) =

𝑥 − 𝑥1
𝑥2 − 𝑥1

(5)

By Equation (3) we obtain:
𝑓 (𝑥) =

2
∑
𝑗=1

𝑦𝑗 𝑙𝑗 (𝑥) =

𝑦1 − 𝑦2
𝑦2 𝑥 1 − 𝑦1 𝑥 2
𝑥+
𝑥1 − 𝑥2
𝑥1 − 𝑥2

(6)

Fig. 3.

Complete Structure

D. LOCATION TAG
To facilitate our experiment, we implement our system using
GPS coordinates. We develop a tag from the coordinates by
generating a 36 bit code. We take total longitude/latitude
degrees divided by two and determine if our phone’s longitude/latitude falls on the left or right side of the half, if it is
on the left then our tag is 0 and if right 1 then we continue by
appending the rest on them until a certain threshold which is
determined by the area we would like to be our safe region.
After that we append both the longitude and latitude together
to get our location tag. If a device is in the safe region the tag
will be the same. The tag doesn’t have any information of the
location hence preserves the location of the user.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We demonstrate our experiment in two parts: 1) We discuss
the secret sharing process and show the results of the system.
2) We present optimization of the original scheme.
A. ORIGINAL SCHEME
In this part we demonstrate connection of devices, sharing
of photos by secret sharing and reconstruction of the photo.
Our experiments were conducted based on three devices: Host:
Nubia 𝑍7 mini running Android 4.4; client: tablet Nokia
𝑁 1 running Android 5.0, and Samsung galaxy note 𝑁 7000
running Android 4.1.
1) connection: We connect our three devices through Bluetooth connection. The devices must be connected before the
sharing process.
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2) sharing process: First, a photo is taken with the application camera. Fig. 4(a) shows a photo after it has been
captured. The photo will be divided into 16 sections/frames
after conﬁrmation for privacy protection. The user then selects
the sensitive part from the photo and the selected frames will
turn blue as shown in Fig. 4(b). The selected part will then
be shared and sent to other devices. Fig. 4(c) shows the photo
after protection.
3) reconstruction: After pairing to one of the devices, the
photo can be reconstructed. The conditions for reconstruction
is connect to one of the devices and can be called by the
user or when the user is in a safe region. Fig. 4(d) shows the
reconstructed photo.

(a) Cap Pic
Fig. 4.

(b) Selected Pic

(c) Prot. Pic

(d) Orig. Pic

Sharing and Reconstruction Photo Process

Algorithm 1: Location Tag Generation
while Number of bits < 18 do
if Latitude > CenterValue then
LeftValue = CenterValue
CenterValue = LeftValue + RightValue
Tag.append(1)
end if
if Latitude < CenterValue then
RightValue = CenterValue
CenterValue = LeftValue + RightValue
Tag.append(0)
end if
end while
while Number of bits < 18 do
if Longitude > CenterValue then
LeftValue = CenterValue
CenterValue = LeftValue + RightValue
Tag1.append(1)
end if
if Longitude < CenterValue then
RightValue = CenterValue
CenterValue = LeftValue + RightValue
Tag1.append(0)
end if
end while
Tag.append(Tag1)

/2

/2

/2

/2

B. LOCATION-TAG OPTIMIZATION
It is accomplished through the use of location tag which
is ﬁrst generated for the safe region and stored in the cloud.
Our location tag generation algorithm is shown in algorithm
1. The location tag deﬁnes a speciﬁc region and the one used
is a section of 100 squared meters thus the tag changes after
every 100𝑚.
1) Dataset: Fig. 5 shows our sample dataset that was
collected by a HTC phone.The data, collected on campus by
strolling with the phone for around 2hrs and a ride by local
metro covering 11.5km and back. Half of the dataset was by
metro and the other inside campus.
The ﬁrst column shows our location tag, the next is the index
which is derived from the location tag. Same numbers mean
similar tags or tags within the same region. Different numbers
mean tags from different regions. The third column shows the
distance between two tags next to each other. The last two
columns are our gps coordinates collected by the smartphone,
latitude and longitude respectively.

2) Location-Tag Analysis: This system generates a new tag
for comparison every 10𝑚 and 1𝑚 (half of our dataset applied
10𝑚 and the other 1𝑚) although it can be conﬁgured to
any ﬁgure according to the user’s needs.Then the comparison
between the generated tag and the one stored in the cloud
follows and if they match, the photo will be automatically
reconstructed. Fig. 6𝑎 shows a bar graph of location tags and
distance between each tag. Majority of the tags lie at 100𝑚
apart since we deﬁned an area of 100 squared meters. The
numbers represent location tags, a number can represent more
than one tag.The average distance between tags is 5.9706
from the conﬁgured 10𝑚 and 1𝑚 from a data set of 3155
tags spanning a total distance of about 28𝑘𝑚 therefore our
method of tag generation is feasible. Fig. 6𝑏 shows cumulative
distribution function of the location tags. It shows that around
80% of the tags cover 100𝑚, which means our method
achieves high precision.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5.

Dataset Sample

In this paper, we proposed SmartSec, a system that enhances
privacy of a user’s sensitive photo. Our main goal is to prevent
sensitive photo leakage once user’s data is attacked. The proposed scheme is based on secret sharing. The scheme shares
sensitive parts of a photo to multiple devices and requires at
least two devices to view the photo hence protects user’s data.
In addition, the scheme incorporates location tags to optimize
the process making it location aware. Other applications of
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Data Analysis

this scheme in smartphones and other devices can be explored
in future.
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